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AbstractWe onsider the problem of isolating the real roots of a square-free polynomial with integeroeÆients using (variants of) the ontinued fration algorithm (CF).We introdue a novel way to ompute a lower bound on the positive real roots of univariatepolynomials. This allows us to derive a worst ase bound of eOB(d6+ d4�2+ d3�2) for isolatingthe real roots of a polynomial with integer oeÆients using the lassi variant of CF, where dis the degree of the polynomial and � the maximum bitsize of its oeÆients. This improves theprevious bound by Sharma [30℄ by a fator of d3 and mathes the bound derived by Mehlhornand Ray [21℄ for another variant of CF; it also mathes the worst ase bound of the subdivision-based solvers.We present a new variant of CF, we all it iCF, that isolates the real roots of a polynomialwith integer oeÆients in eOB(d5 + d4� ), thus improving the urrent known bound for theproblem by a fator of d. If the polynomial has only real roots, then our bound beomeseOB(d4+ d3� + d2�2), thus mathing the bound of the numerial algorithms by Reif [27℄ andby Ben-Or and Tiwari [7℄. Atually the latter bound holds in a more general setting, that isunder the rather mild assumption that 
(d= lgd), where  � 0 is a onstant, roots ontributeto the sign variations of the oeÆient list of the polynomial. This is the only bound on exatalgorithms that mathes the one of the numerial algorithms by Pan [25℄ and Sh�onhage [29℄.To our knowledge the presented bounds are the best known for the problem of real rootisolation for algorithms based on exat omputations.
Keywords real root isolation, ontinued fration, real root problem, separation bounds, polyno-mial
�This workwas initiatedwhen the authorwas a postdotoral researher at the projetGALAAD, INRIASophia-Antipolis, Frane. 1



1 IntroductionThe problem of isolating the real roots of a square-free polynomial with integer oeÆients is oneof the most well-studied problems in symboli omputation and omputational mathematis. Thegoal is to ompute intervals with rational endpoints that ontain one and only one real root of thepolynomial, and to have one interval for every real root.If we restrit ourselves to algorithms based on exat omputations, that is algorithms thatan perform omputations with rational numbers of arbitrary size, then we an distinguish twomain ategories. The �rst one onsists of algorithms that are subdivision-based; their proessmimis binary searh. They biset an initial interval that ontains all the real roots until theyobtain intervals with one or zero real roots. The di�erent variants di�er in the way that theyount the number of real roots inside an interval, for example using Sturm's theorem of Desartes'rule of signs, see also Th. 1. Classial representatives are the algorithms sturm , desartes andbernstein . We refer the reader to [10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 28℄ and referenes therein for furtherdetails. The worst ase omplexity of all variants in this ategory is eOB(d6+ d4�2), where d is thedegree of the polynomial and � the maximum bitsize of its oeÆients. Espeially, for the sturmsolver, rather reently, it was proved that its expeted ase omplexity, if we onsider ertainrandom polynomials as input, is eOB(r d2� ), where r is the number of real roots [13℄. Let us alsomention the bitstream version of desartes algorithm, f. [22℄ and referenes therein.The seond ategory ontains algorithms that isolate the real roots of a polynomial by omputingtheir ontinued fration expansion. We all these algorithms CF. Sine suessive approximantsof a real number de�ne an interval that ontains this number, CF omputes the partial quotientsof the roots of the polynomial until the orresponding approximants orrespond to intervals thatisolate the real roots. Counting of the real roots is based on Desartes' rule of signs (Th. 1) andtermination is guaranteed by Vinent's theorem (Th. 3). There are several variants whih theydi�er in the way that they ompute the partial quotients in the ontinued fration expansion ofthe real roots.The �rst formulation of the algorithm is due to Vinent [35℄, who omputed the partial quotientsby suessive transformations of the form x 7! x + 1. An upper bound on the number of partialquotients needed for isolating the roots was derived by Uspensky [33℄. Unfortunately this approahleads to an exponential omplexity bound. Akritas [1℄, see also [2, 4℄, treated the exponentialbehavior of CF by treating the partial quotients as lower bounds of the positive real roots, andomputed the bounds using Cauhy's bound. With this approah,  repeated operations of theform x 7! x + 1 ould be replaed by x 7! x + . However, his analysis assumes an ideal positivelower bound, that is that we an ompute diretly the oor of the smallest positive real root and itis not lear how to take into aount the inreased oeÆient size of the transformed polynomial.In [31℄, it was proven, under the assumption that Gauss-Kuzmin distribution holds for the realalgebrai numbers, that the expeted omplexity of CF is eOB(d4�2). By spreading the roots, theexpeted omplexity beomes eOB(d4 + d3� ) [32℄. The �rst worst-ase omplexity result of CF,eOB(d7�3), is due to Sharma [30℄, without any assumption. He also proposed a variant of CF, thatombines ontinued frations with subdivision, with omplexity eOB(d5�2). All the variants of CFin [30℄ ompute lower bounds on the positive roots using Hong's bound [15℄, whih is assumed tohave quadrati arithmeti omplexity. Mehlhorn and Ray [21℄ proposed a novel way of omputing2



Hong's bound based on inremental onvex hull omputations with linear arithmeti omplexity.A diret onsequene is that they redued the omplexity of the variant of CF in [30℄ to eO(d4�2),thus mathing the worst ase omplexity of the subdivision-based algorithms.As far as the numerial algorithms are onerned, the best known bound for the problem is dueto Pan [24, 25℄ and Sh�onhage [29℄, eOB(d3� ). This lass of algorithms try to approximate the roots,real and omplex, of the input polynomials up to a preision. They ould be turned to root isolationalgorithms by requiring them to approximate up to the separation bound, that is the minimumdistane between the roots. The rux of the algorithms is that they reursively split the polynomialuntil we obtain linear fators that approximate suÆiently all the roots, real and omplex. We alsorefer to a reent approah that onentrate only on the real roots [26℄. In the speial ase whereall the roots of the polynomial are real, also alled the real root problem, dediated numerialalgorithms were proposed by Reif [27℄ and Ben-Or and Tiwari [7℄ for approximating the roots,and also e�etive parallel versions [6℄. Nevertheless, their Boolean omplexity is also eOB(d3� ).Last, but ertainly not least, it should be also mentioned that it is seems a very diÆult task toimplement eÆiently numerial algorithms for solving polynomials.There is a huge amount of work on the problem of isolating or approximating the (real) rootsof a polynomial. The presented referenes represent only a small part of it. For this we enouragethe reader to refer to the referenes.
Our contribution. We present a novel way to ompute a lower bound on the positive real rootsof a polynomial (Lem. 5). To be more spei�, the proposed approah omputes the oor of theroot (possible omplex) with the smallest positive real part that ontributes to the number of thesign variations in the oeÆients list of the polynomial. Our bound is at least as good as Hong'sbound [15℄. Using this lower bound omputation we improve the worst ase bit omplexity boundof the lassial variant of CF by a fator of d3. We obtain a bound of eOB(d6 + d4�2) (Th. 8),whih mathes the worst ase bound of the subdivision-based solvers and also mathes the bounddue to Mehlhorn and Ray [21℄ ahieved for another variant of CF. We present a variant of CF,we all it iCF, with worst ase omplexity eOB(d5 + d4� ) (Th. 9). Under the assumption that
(d= lgd), where  � 0 is a onstant, roots ontribute to the sign variations of the oeÆient listof the polynomial the bound ould be improved to eOB(d4+d3� +d2�2) (Th. 10). The latter is alsothe bound obtained in ase where the polynomial has only real roots, real root problem (Th. 11).These are the best known bounds for the problem of real root isolation using exat arithmeti.
Paper Structure. The rest of the paper is strutured as follows. First we speify our notation.Se. 2 presents a short introdution to the theory of ontinued frations. In Se. 3 we presentthe algorithm to ompute lower bounds and we derive the worst ase omplexity bound of CF. InSe. 4 we present iCF and its omplexity analysis. Conlusions and open questions are presentedin Se. 5.
Notation. In what follows OB, resp. O, means bit, resp. arithmeti, omplexity and the eOB,resp. eO, notation means that we are ignoring logarithmi fators. For a polynomial A 2 ZZ[x℄,deg(A) = d denotes its degree and L (A) = � the maximum bitsize of its oeÆients, inluding3



a bit for the sign. For a 2 (Q, L (a) � 1 is the maximum bitsize of the numerator and thedenominator. Let M(� ) denote the bit omplexity of multiplying two integers of size � ; usingFFT, M(� ) = eOB(� ). To simplify notation, we will assume throughout the paper that for anypolynomial it holds lg(dg(A)) = lg d = O(� ) = O(L (A)).By VAR(A) we denote the number of sign variations in the list of oeÆients of A. We use �to denote the minimum distane between a root  of a polynomial A and any other root, we allthis quantity loal separation bound; � = min� is the separation bound, that is the minimumdistane between all the roots of A.
2 A short introduction to continued fractionsOur presentation follows losely [14℄. For additional details we refer the reader to, e.g., [8, 34, 37℄.In general a simple (regular) ontinued fration is a (possibly in�nite) expression of the formq0+ 1q1+ 1q2+ :::= [q0; q1; q2; :::℄;where the numbers qi are alled partial quotients, qi 2 ZZ and qi � 1 for i > 0. Notie that q0 mayhave any sign, however, in our real root isolation algorithm q0 � 0, without loss of generality. Byonsidering the reurrent relationsP�1 = 1; P0 = q0; Pn+1 = qn+1Pn + Pn�1 ;Q�1 = 0; Q0 = 1; Qn+1 = qn+1Qn +Qn�1 ; (1)it an be shown by indution that Rn = PnQn = [q0; q1; : : : ; qn℄, for n = 0; 1; 2; : : : .If  = [q0; q1; : : : ℄ then  = q0 + 1Q0Q1 � 1Q1Q2 + � � �= q0 + P 1n=1 (�1)n�1Qn�1Qn and sine this isa series of dereasing alternating terms it onverges to some real number . A �nite setionRn = PnQn = [q0; q1; : : : ; qn℄ is alled the n�th onvergent (or approximant) of  and the tailsn+1 = [qn+1; qn+2; : : : ℄ are known as its omplete quotients. That is  = [s0; 1; : : : ; n; n+1℄ forn = 0; 1; 2; :::. There is an one to one orrespondene between the real numbers and the ontinuedfrations, where evidently the �nite ontinued frations orrespond to rational numbers.It is known that Qn � Fn+1 and that Fn+1 < �n < Fn+2, where Fn is the n�th Fibonai num-ber and � = 1+p52 is the golden ratio. Continued frations are the best rational approximation(fora given denominator size). This is as follows: 1Qn(Qn+1+Qn) � ��� � PnQn��� � 1QnQn+1 < ��2n+1 : Let = [q0; q1; : : : ℄ be the ontinued fration expansion of a real number. The Gauss-Kuzmin distri-bution [8, 20℄ states that for almost all real numbers  (meaning that the set of exeptions hasLebesgue measure zero) the probability for a positive integer Æ to appear as an element qi in theontinued fration expansion of  is Pr[qi = Æ℄ w lg (Æ+1)2Æ(Æ+2); for any �xed i > 0.In order to indiate or to emphasize that a partial quotient or an approximant belong to aspei� real number , we use the notation qi and Rn = Pn=Qn, respetively. We also use q(k)iand R(k)n = P (k)n =Q(k)n , where k is a non-negative integer, to indiate that we refer to the (real partof the) root k of a polynomial A. The ordering of the roots is onsidered with respet to themagnitude of their real part. 4



3 Worst case complexity of CF

Theorem 1 (Descartes’ rule of sign). The number R of real roots of A(x) in (0; 1) is boundedby VAR(A) and we have R � VAR(A) mod 2.
Remark 2. In general Desartes' rule of sign obtains an overestimation of the number of thepositive real roots. However, if we know that A is hyperboli, i.e. has only real roots, or when thenumber of sign variations is 0 or 1 then it ounts exatly.The CF algorithm depends on the following theorem, whih dates bak to Vinent's theoremin 1836 [35℄. The inverse of Th. 3 an be found in [3, 9, 23℄. The version of the theorem that wepresent is due to Alesina and Galuzzi [5℄, see also [1, 2, 3, 33℄, and its proof is losely onneted tothe one and two irle theorems (refer to [5, 18℄ and referenes therein).
Theorem 3. [5℄ Let A 2 ZZ[x℄ be square-free and let � > 0 be the separation bound, i.e. thesmallest distane between two (omplex) roots of A. Let n be the smallest index suh thatFn�1 Fn� > 2p 3, where Fn is the n-th Fibonai number. Then the map x 7! [0; 1; : : : ; n; x℄,where 0; 1; : : : ; n is an arbitrary sequene of positive integers, transforms A(x) to An(x), whoselist of oeÆients has no more than one sign variation.For a polynomial A = P di=0 aixi , where  orrespond to its (omplex) roots, the Mahler mea-sure, M(A), of A is M(A) = adQ jj�1 jj, e.g. [23, 37℄. If we further assume that A 2 ZZ[x℄ andL (A) = � then M(A) � kAk2 � p d+ 1kAk1 = 2�p d+ 1, and so Q jj�1 jj � 2�p d+ 1.We will also use the following aggregate bound. For a proof we refer to e.g. [10, 11, 16, 23, 32℄.
Theorem 4. Let A 2 ZZ[x℄ suh that dg(A) = d and L (A) = � . Let  denotes its distint roots,then Y � � 2�d2 M(A)�2d , � logY � = � X lg� � 3d2+ 3d lg d+ 3d�:
3.1 The treeThe CF algorithm relies on Vinent's theorem (Th. 3) and Desartes' rule of sign (Th. 1) to isolatethe positive real roots of a square-free polynomial A. The negative roots are isolated after weperform the transformation x 7! �x; hene it suÆes to onsider only the ase of positive realroots throughout the analysis.The pseudo-ode of the lassi variant of CF is presented in Alg. 1.Given a polynomial A, we ompute the oor of the smallest positive real root (plb = PositiveLower Bound). Then we perform the transformation x 7! x + b, obtaining a polynomial Ab. Itholds that VAR(A) = VAR(Ab). The latter polynomial is transformed to A1 by the transformationx 7! 1 + x and if VAR(A1) = 0 or VAR(A1) = 1, then Ab has 0, resp. 1, real root greater than1, or equivalently A has 0, resp. 1, real root greater than b + 1 (Th. 1). If VAR(A1) < VAR(Ab)then (possibly) there are real roots of Ab in (0; 1), or equivalently, there are real roots of A in(b; b+1), due to Budan's theorem. We apply the transformation x 7! 1=(1 + x) to Ab, and we get5



Algorithm 1: CF(A;M)
Input: A 2 ZZ[X℄;M(X) = kX+lmX+n , k; l;m; n 2 ZZ

Output: A list of isolating intervals
Data: Initially M(X) = X, i.e. k = n = 1 and l = m = 0

1 if A(0) = 0 then

2 OUTPUT Interval( M(0);M(0)) ;
3 A  A(X)=X;
4 CF(A;M);
5 V  Var(A);
6 if V = 0 then return;
7 if V = 1 then

8 OUTPUT Interval( M(0);M(1));
9 return;

10 b  PLB(A) // PLB � PositiveLowerBound ;
11 if b � 1 then Ab  A(b+X);M  M(b+X) ;
12 A1  Ab(1 +X), M1  M(1 +X) ;
13 CF(A1;M1) // Looking for real roots in (1;+1);
14 A2  Ab( 11+X), M2  M( 11+X) ;
15 CF(A2;M2) // Looking for real roots in (0; 1) ;
16 return;the polynomial A2. If VAR(A2) = 0 or VAR(A2) = 1, Ab has 0, resp. 1, real root less than 1 (Th. 1).or equivalently A has 0, resp. 1, real root less than b+1, or to be more spei� in (b; b+1) (Th. 1).If the transformed polynomial, A1 and A2, have more than one sign variations, then we apply plbto them and we repeat the proess.Following [1, 30, 32℄ we onsider the proess of the algorithm as an in�nite binary tree. Thenodes of the tree hold to polynomials and (isolating) intervals. The root of the tree orrespondsto the original polynomial A and the shifted polynomial Ab. The branh from a node to a righthild orresponds to the map x 7! x + 1, whih yields polynomial A1, while to the left hild tothe map x 7! 1=(1 + x), whih yields polynomial A2. The sequene of transformations that weperform is equivalent to the sequene of transformations in Th. 3, and so the leaves of the tree hold(transformed) polynomials that have no more than one sign variation, if Th. 3 holds.A polynomial that orresponds to a leaf of the tree and has one sign variation it is produedafter a transformation as in Th. 3, using positive integers q0; q1; : : : ; qn. The ompat form of thisis M : x 7! Pnx+Pn�1Qnx+Qn�1 , where Pn�1Qn�1 and PnQn are onseutive onvergents of the ontinued fration[q0; q1; : : : ; qn℄. The polynomial has one real root in (0; 1), thus the (unordered) endpoints of theisolating interval are M(0) = Pn�1Qn�1 and M(1) = PnQn.There are di�erent variants of the algorithm that di�er in the way they ompute plb . A plbrealization that atually omputes exatly the oor of the smallest positive real root is alled ideal,but unfortunately has a prohibitive omplexity. 6



A ruial observation is that Desartes' rule of sign (Th. 1), that ounts the number of signvariations depends not only on positive real roots, but also on some omplex ones; whih havepositive real part. Roughly speaking CF is trying to isolate the positive real parts of the roots ofA that ontribute to the sign variations. Thus, the ideal plb suÆes to ompute the oor of thesmallest positive real part of the roots of A that ontribute to the number of sign variations. Forthis we will use Lem. 5. Notie that all the positive real roots ontribute to the number of signvariation of A, but this is not always the ase for the omplex roots with positive real part.
3.2 Computing a partial quotient

Lemma 5. Let A 2 ZZ[x℄, suh that dg(A) = d and L (A) = � . We an ompute the �rst partialquotient, or in the other words the oor, 1, of the root with the smallest positive real part, whihontributes to the sign variations of A in eOB(d� lg + d2 lg2 ).
Proof: We ompute the orresponding integer using the tehnique of the exponential searh, seefor example [19℄. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the real root is not in (0; 1), sinein this ase we should return 0.We perform the transformation X 7! X + 20 to the polynomial, and then the transformationX 7! X + 1. If the number of sign variations of the resulting polynomial ompared to the originalone dereases, then 20 = 1 is the partial quotient. If not, then we perform the transformationX 7! X + 21. If the number of sign variations does not derease, then we perform X 7! X + 22.Again if the number of sign variations does not derease, then we perform X 7! X + 23 and soon. Eventually, for some positive integer k, there would be a loss in the sign variations betweentransformations X 7! X + 2k�1 and X 7! X + 2k. In this ase the partial quotient , whih wewant to ompute, satis�es 2k�1 <  < 2k < 2 . The exat value of  is omputed by performingbinary searh in the interval [2k; 2k+1℄. We dedue that the number of transformations that weneed to perform is 2k + O(1) = 2 lgb + O(1).In the worst ase, eah transformation orresponds to an asymptotially fast Taylor shift witha number of bitsize O(lg ), whih osts OB(M(d� +d2 lg ) lg d)2 [36, Th. 2.4℄. By onsidering fastmultipliation algorithms the osts beomes eOB(d� + d2 lg ) and multiplying by the number oftransformations needed, lg , we onlude the proof.It is worth notiing that we do not onsider the ases  = 2k or  = 2k+1, sine then we haveomputed, exatly, a rational root. �
3.3 Shifts operations and total complexityUp to some onstant fators, we an replae � in Th. 3 by �, refer to [30℄ for a proof. Thisallows us to estimate the number, m, of partial quotients needed, in the worst ase, to isolate the1We hoose to use  instead of q0 beause in the omplexity analysis that followA ould be a result of a shiftoperation, thus the omputed integermay not be the �rst partial quotient of the root that we are trying to approxi-mate.2Following Th. 2.4(E) in [36℄ the ost of performing the operation f(x+ a), where dg(f) = n, L(f) = � andL(a) =� isOB(M(n�+n2�)lgn), and if weassume fastmultipliationalgorithmsbetween integers, then it beomeseOB(n�+n2�). 7



positive real part of a root . It holdsm � 12(1 + log�2 � lg �) � 2 � 12 lg�:The transformed polynomial has either one or zero sign variation and if  2 IR, then the orre-sponding interval isolates  from the other roots of A. The assoiated ontinued fration of (thereal part of)  is [q0; q1; : : : ; qm℄. It holds that P m = O(d2+ d� ) [32℄.The following lemma bounds the bitsize of the partial quotients, qk, of a root .
Lemma 6. Let A 2 ZZ[x℄, suh that dg(A) = d and L (A) = � . For the real part of any root  itholds mXj=0 lg(qj ) = lg(q0) + mXj=1 lg(qj ) = lg(q0) + 1 � lg �;where we assume that q0 > 0. Moreover P  lg(q0) � lg kAk2 � � + lg d and if  ranges over asubset of distint roots of A, thenX mXk=0 lg qk � 1 + � + lg d � lgY � � 1 + � + lg d+ d2+ 3d lg d+ 3d� = O(d2+ d� ):
Proof: Reall that Mahler measure, M(A), of A is M(A) = adQ jj�1 jj. It also holds M(A) �kAk2 � p d+ 1kAk1 = 2�p d+ 1, and so Q jj�1 jj � 2�p d+ 1. Sine q0 is the integer part of it holds Qq0 � Q jj�1 jj � kAk2 and thusX lg(q0) � lg p d+ 1+ lg kAk1 � � + lg d: (2)Following [30℄ we know that 1QmQm�1 � �2 , QmQm�1 � 2=�: (3)From Eq. (1) we get Qk = qkQk�1 + Qk�2 ) Qk � qkQk�1 , for k � 1. Applying the previousrelation reursively we getmYk=1qk � Qm � 2=� and m�1Yk=1 qk � Qm�1 � 2=�;and so mXk=1 lg qk = lg mYk=1qk � 1 � lg �:Finally, we sum over all roots  and we use (2) and Th. 4,X mXk=0 lg qk = X lg q0+ X mXk=1 lg qk� X lg q0+ X (1 � lg�) � 1 + � + lg d+ d2+ 3d lg d+ 3d�;whih ompletes the proof. �8



Remark 7. It is worth notiing that in the previous lemma it is impliitly implied � < 1, thatis there is another, possible omplex, root in distane < 1 to . This is so sine otherwise the rootould be isolated without omputing any partial quotient, with the exeption of q0.At eah step of CF we ompute a partial quotient and we apply a Taylor shift to the polynomialwith this number. In the worst ase we inrease the bitsize of the polynomial by an additive fatorof O(d lg(qk)), at eah step. The overall omplexity of CF is dominated by the omputation of thepartial quotients.The following table summarizes the osts of omputing the partial quotients of  that we need:0th step eOB(d� lg(q0) + d2 lg(q0) lg(q0))1st step eOB(d� lg(q1) + d2 lg(q0q1) lg(q1)) � = eOB(d(� + d lg(q0)) lg(q1) + d2 lg2(q1))�2nd step eOB(d� lg(q2) + d2 lg(q0q1q2) lg(q2))...mth step eOB(d� lg(qm) + d2 lg( mYk=0qk) lg(qm))We sum over all steps to derive the ost for isolating , C, and after applying some obvioussimpli�ations and use Lem. 6 we getC= eOB 0�d� mXk=0 lg(qk)+ d2 mXk=0 lg(qk) lg mYj=0qj1A = eOB 0�d� mXk=0 lg(qk)+ d2  mXk=0 lg(qk)! 21A= eOB � d� (lg(q0) � lg �) + d2(lg2(q0) + lg2�)� :To derive the overall omplexity, C, we sum over all the roots that the CF tries to isolate, andwe use Lem. 6 and Th. 4C = X C= eOB  d� X lg(q0) � d� X lg�+ d2X lg2(q0) + d2X lg2�!= eOB 0�d� X lg(q0) � d� X lg �+ d2  X lg(q0)! 2+ d2  X lg�! 21A= eOB � d� (� + lg d) + d� (d2+ d lg d+ d� ) + d2(�2+ lg2d) + d2(d4+ d2�2)�= eOB(d6+ d4�2): (4)
In the previous equation it possible to write P  lg2� � � P  lg �� 2 beause � < 1, andhene lg� < 0, for all  that are involved in the sum. For the roots that it holds � � 1 thealgorithm isolates them without omputing any of their partial quotients, with the exeption of q0.See also Rem. 7.The previous disussion leads to the following theorem.

Theorem 8. Let A 2 ZZ[x℄, suh that dg(A) = d and L (A) = � . The worst ase omplexity ofisolating the real roots of A using the CF algorithm is eOB(d6+ d4�2).9



4 An improved CF variantIn this setion we present a variant of the CF algorithm that ombines the results of the previoussetion and the tehniques of [32℄. We all this variant iCF.Let us briey desribe the tehnique used in [32℄ to derive an expeted ase bound. The mainobservation is that CF does not depend on the initial interval that ontains all the (positive) realroots, but, only, on the \relative" separation bound, �, that is the minimum distane of a root and all the other roots of the polynomial. Hene, the omplexity of the algorithm is loselyonneted to the quantity Q�. We spread away the roots by applying the transformationx 7! x=2O(d+�) to the polynomial. If B is the transformed polynomial, then its roots, �j , are theroots of A, j , multiplied by 2O(d+�) and the logarithm of the produt of the relative separationbounds beomes almost linear in d, that is � lgQ��� = O(d lg d) = eO(d). However, the bitsize ofB is quite big, L (B) = O(d2+ d� ), and there is no gain in the worst ase analysis if we apply thistehnique as it is. To derive a better bound we need one more step.We proeed as follows. Let n be the number of roots with positive real parts that ontributeto the sign variations. We ompute the integer parts, q(k)0 , of the real parts of all these roots. Lettheir number be p; hene 1 � k � p. It holds that p � n � d. The intervals (q(k)0 ; q(k)0 + 1),there are p of them, ontain the positive real parts of roots of A that have q(k)0 as their 0-th partialquotient in their ontinued fration expansion. Evidently, their in-between distanes are smallerthan one. If every suh interval ontains nk roots, then P pk=1nk = n � d. For every k, we applythe transformation x 7! q(k)0 + 1=(x + 1) to A and we get a polynomial Ak, the roots of whihin (0; 1) orrespond to the roots of A in (q(k)0 ; q(k)0 + 1). Then we apply x 7! x=2`(d+�) to Ak,resulting a polynomial Bk, where ` will be de�ned in the sequel. The roots of Ak and Bk, k and�k respetively, obey the following relation�k = 2`(d+�)k: (5)Finally we isolate the real roots of Bk using the \lassial" CF algorithm.Let us analyze the omplexity of the whole proedure. Let C(q0) be the ost of omputing the0-partial quotients, C(Bk) the ost of isolating the real roots of Bk, and C(B) = P pk=1C(Bk). Thetotal ost of the algorithm is C = C(qo) + C(B).Initially we ompute the integer parts of all the roots. The oor, q(1)0 , of the root with thesmallest positive real part an be omputed in eOB(d� lg q(1)0 +d2 lg2q(1)0 ) (Lem. 5). Reall that thismay be the 0-th partial quotient of more than one root of A. Then we apply the transformationx 7! q(1)0 + 1=(x+ 1) to A to derive the polynomial A1, where L (A1) = O(� + d lg q(1)0 ). We applyx 7! x + q(1)0 + 1 to A; we all the resulting polynomial A01 and L (A01) = O(� + d lg q(1)0 ). Weompute the oor, q(2)0 , of the smallest root of A01 that ontributes to the number of sign variations.This osts eOB(d� lg q(2)0 + d2 lg q(1)0 lg q(2)0 + d2 lg2q(2)0 ). We apply x 7! q(2)0 + 1=(x + 1) to A01 toderive the polynomial A2, where L (A2) = O(� + d lg (q(1)0 q(2)0 )). We ontinue this proess for psteps, whih is the number of di�erent 0-th partial quotients of the roots with positive real partsthat ontribute to the sign variations of A. The omplexity of omputing the polynomials Ak isdominated by the omplexity of omputing the partial quotients q(k)0 . The ost of eah step is as10



follows 1st step eOB(d� lg q(1)0 + d2 lg2q(1)0 )2nd step eOB(d� lg q(2)0 + d2 lg q(2)0 lg q(1)0 + d2 lg2q(2)0 )3rd step eOB(d� lg q(3)0 + d2 lg q(3)0 lg (q(1)0 q(2)0 )+ d2 lg2q(3)0 )...pth step eOB(d� lg q(p)0 + d2 lg q(p)0 lg p�1Yj=1 q(j)0 + d2 lg2q(p)0 )We sum up all the previous omplexities we getC(q0) = eOB 0�d� pXk=1 lg q(k)0 + d2 pXk=1 lg(q(k)0 ) lg p�1Yj=0 q(k)0 + d2 pXk=0 lg2q(k)0 1A ;whih, if we take into aount that p � d and Lem. 6, is dominated byC(q0) = eOB 0�d� X lg q()0 + d2  X lg q()0 ! 2+ d2  X lg q()0 ! 21A = eOB(d2�2); (6)where  runs over all the roots of A.The aforementioned proedure results polynomials Ak, 1 � k � p, for whih it holds L (Ak) =O(� + dP  lg q0) = O(d� + d lg d). We apply the transformation x 7! x=2`(d+�) to eah Ak,where ` will be de�ned in what follows. In this way we obtain polynomials Bk, where L (Bk) =O(d� + d ` (d+ � )) = O(`(d2+d� )) = L. Finally, we apply CF to eah of them to isolate their realroots.The ost of the root isolation proedure, C(Bk), is dominated by the hhCheck dominatedii om- (=}putation of the partial quotients, whih following Eq. (4) isC(Bk) = eOB  dL nkXi=1 lg(q�ki0 ) � dL nkXi=1 lg ��ki + d2 nkXi=1 lg2(q�ki0 ) + d2 nkXi=1 lg2��ki ! ;where L is bitsize of Bk and �ki, 1 � i � nk, are the roots of Bk with positive real part thatontribute to VAR(Bk). However, we notie that the 0-th partial quotients, q�ki0 , have already beenomputed, thus we should exlude their ost from the previous estimate, whih now beomesC(Bk) = eOB  �dL nkXi=1 lg��ki + d2 nkXi=1 lg2��ki ! = C1(Bk) + C2(Bk):The total ost for isolating the real roots of all the polynomials Bk isC(B) = pXk=1C(Bk)= pXk=1C1(Bk) + pXk=1C2(Bk) = C1(B) + C2(B):11



We will now ompute `. From Eq. (5) we see that ��ki = 2`(d+�)�ki and hene� lg nkYi=1��ki = � lg nkYi=12`(d+�)�ki = �nk`(d+ � ) � lg nkYi=1�ki :If we sum over all k, and set ` = 3d=n, then� pXk=1 lg nkYi=1��ki = � pXk=1nk`(d+ � ) � pXk=1 lg nkYi=1��ki= �n`(d+ � ) � lg nYj=1��j (Rearrange the indies)= �3ndn (d+ � ) � lg nYj=1��j (let ` = 3d=n)� �3d2� 3d� + 3d2+ 3d� + 3d lg d (Use Th. 4)� 3d lg d:
(7)

For C1(B) we getC1(B)= pXk=1C1(Bk)= pXk=1 eOB  �`(d3+ d2� ) lg nkYi=1��k!= eOB  pXk=1�`(d3+ d2� ) lg nkYi=1��k!= eOB  �`(d3+ d2� ) pXk=1 lg nkYi=1��k!= eOB  �dn (d3+ d2� ) pXk=1 lg nkYi=1��k! (let ` = 3d=n)= eOB � dn (d3+ d2� )d� (Use (7))= eOB � d5+ d4� � :
(8)

For the previous about we assumed the worst ase senario that n = P pk=1nk is negligible.
12



For C2(B), we getC2(B)= pXk=1C2(Bk)= eOB  pXk=1d2  nkXi=1 lg2��ki ! != eOB 0� pXk=1d2  � lg nkYi=1��ki ! 21A (It holds ��ki < 1, 8ki. See also Rem. 7)= eOB 0�d2  � pXk=1 lg nkYi=1��ki ! 21A= eOB � d2� d2� (Use (7))= eOB � d4� :
(9)

To ompute the total ost of the algorithm, we ombine (6), (8) and (9), and heneC = C(q0) + C(B) = C(q0) + C1(B) + C2(B) = eOB(d2�2) + eOB(d5+ d4� ) = eOB(d5+ d4� ):
Theorem 9. Let A 2 ZZ[x℄ suh that dg(A) = d and L (A) = � . The worst ase omplexity ofisolating the real roots of A using the iCF algorithm is eOB(d5 + d4� ), or eOB(N5), where N =maxfd; �g.
4.1 A further improvement and the real root problemWe notie in (9) that the ost of C2(B) is relative low, eOB(d4), and hene the term that dominatesthe bound of Th. 9 is C1(B) = eOB(d5+ d2� ). However, for the omputation of C1(B) we onsiderthe worst ase senario that n is negligible, and so n = P pk=1nk = O(1) is negligible. If this is notthe ase then we an improve the bound of Th. 9.Reall that n is the number of roots with positive real part that ontribute to the sign vari-ations of the oeÆient list of the polynomial. If we make the rather mild assumption that n =
(d= lg(d)), for some onstant  � 0, then we an easily dedue from (9) that C2(B) = eOB(d4+d3� ).Combining this with (6) and (9) we getC = C(q0)+C(B) = C(q0)+C1(B)+C2(B) = eOB(d2�2)+ eOB(d4+d3� )+ eOB(d4) = eOB(d4+d3�+d2�2):
Theorem 10. Let A 2 ZZ[x℄ suh that dg(A) = d and L (A) = � . If the number of roots of A thatontribute to VAR(A) is 
(d= lg(d)), for some onstant  � 0, then the worst ase omplexity ofisolating the real roots of A using the iCF algorithm is eOB(d4+ d3� + d2�2) or eOB(N4), whereN = maxfd; �g.The assumption on n is rather mild, sine in general the polynomial has \a lot" of sign variations.For example, if we assume that we piked the signs of the oeÆients of a degree d polynomialuniformly at random, then we expet d=2 sign variations, on the average.13



Nevertheless, there a notable ase where n = d. Reall that Desartes' rule of sign (Th. 1)provides an overestimation on the number of positive roots of a polynomial. However, in thease where the polynomial has only real roots, then it gives the orret answer and all3 the rootsontribute to the number of sign variation (Rem. 2). Hene the omplexity of isolation is that ofTh. 10. This bound mathes the one ahieved by the numerial algorithms of Ben-Or and Tiwari[7℄ and Reif [27℄ for the real root problem, and also mathes the bound of general algorithms ofSh�onhage [29℄ and Pan [25℄.
Corollary 11 (Real Root Problem). Let A 2 ZZ[x℄ suh that dg(A) = d and L (A) = � . If Ahas only real roots, then the worst ase omplexity of iCF for isolating the roots is eOB(d4+ d3� +d2�2) or eOB(N4), where N = maxfd; �g.
5 ConclusionWe introdue a novel way of omputing a lower bound of the smallest positive root of a univariatepolynomial. Using this we derive a eOB(d6 + d4�2) bound for the lassial version of the CFalgorithm, where d is the degree of the polynomial and � its maximum oeÆient bitsize.We also present a variant of the CF algorithm, iCF, for isolating the real roots of polynomialswith integer oeÆients using only exat omputations in time eOB(d5+d4� +d3�2). If the numberof roots of A that ontribute to VAR(A) is 
(d= lg(d)), for some onstant  � 0 then the boundould be improved to eOB(d4+ d3� + d2�2). A notable ase is when all the roots of the polynomialare real, that is the real root problem. In this ase, iCF has omplexity eOB(d4+ d3� + d2�2), thusmathing the bound derived from numerial algorithms.A natural question to ask is whether the bound of Th. 10 ould be ahieved without theassumption on the number of sign variations. Moreover, the urrent worst ase bound of iCFmathes the expeted ase one that presented in [32℄. It would be interesting to further improve theanalysis in the expeted ase to apture more aurate the exellent performane of the algorithmin pratie.
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